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The DNA code is a great challenge to contemporaneous research� especially for biochemistry and
genetics� also for the information theory and data analysis in general�
The �life� information hidden in chromosomes is coded in so called DNA �deoxyribonucleic acid�
sequences with four bases �nucleotides� denoted by A� G� C� T� This is the alphabet of the code�
The code is organized in triplets called codons�
In our investigation we are concerned with the yeast genome� It contains 	
 chromosomes�
containing sequences totalling about 	� millions bases� which makes a terri�c amount of data for
analysis� The DNA sequences of the yeast chromosomes are exactly known and are put into
databanks accessible through the internet�
Presenting the essence of the topic we can say  in a very big abbreviation  that�
It is known that the coding information is contained in some pieces of the sequences called ORFs
�Open Reading Frames�� Each ORF starts with a speci�c codon �the start codon� and ends with
one of three speci�c stop codons� The coding information is contained within the ORF� It is
written using the remaining �out of 
� possible� codons� Each of the 
	 codons �including start
codon� codes for one aminoacid� The same amino acid can be coded by di�erent tripletscodons�
A review of the problems  from the point of mathematical statistics  may be found in Braun
� M�uller �	����� Some speci�c topics� to mention a few out of many published in mathematical
journals� were considered by Avery � Henderson �	����� Muri �	����� Prum � al� �	����� Kamb
� al� �	�����
The problem we are concerned with is the following one� It is known� that in the yeast genome the
coding information is contained in the ORFs� So are also known the ORF sequences� The generic
problem is to �nd out which information �which life function� is coded in the given ORF�
For some ORFs their life functions are known exactly �even have their names�  in such case the
ORF is called a gene� For some other ORFs their functions �i�e� what exactly are they coding� is
not known or even there is a supposition that many of them may not code for proteins�
Our goal is to investigate statistically the formal di�erence between the genes and the rest of the
ORFs on the basis of some features characterizing the frequency and consecution of appearing the
bases and codons� Results obtained by S� Cebrat and his team �see� e�g� Cebrat � al� 	���� Cebrat
� al� 	���� and Mackiewicz � al� 	���� are encouraging�
The subject of our present investigation is a data table containing 	� traits for ���� ORFs identi�ed
in the yeast genome� Out of these there are ���� recognized genes and ���� not exactly recognized�



The traits �variables� were established by Cebrat � al� from the proposed by them spider graphs

obtained by speci�c DNA walks�
Because the data are quite large we have to be careful with the statistical analysis�
What we have done till now� We have drawn a representative sample about 	��� genes from the
entire set of genes �using the method proposed by Bartkowiak� 	��
� and next we have compared
the sample with some parts of the remainingORFs� This was done using the method of discriminant
analysis for � groups of data� For graphical display we have used the canonical discriminant
variate and another variate jittered in an orthogonal direction  this permitted us to obtain a
two�dimensional display� also to notify some outliers�
The preliminary analysis has shown that the remaining ORFs may be viewed as a mixture of
subgroups with di�erentiated coding probability �this has been suspected by the microbiologists��
Some of the subgroups overlap with the gene group� some show quite a di�erence� In Fig� 	 and
Fig� � we show the display of the combined subgroup 	 and � of the mixture �Figure 	�� and the
�fth subgroup of the mixture �Figure ��  opposed to the genes� The �gures exhibit the most
di�erentiated view of the compared subgroup and the gene group  when considering 	� traits
characterizing their ORFs�
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Figure �� Two groups of DNA data� Filled squares denote ORFs identi�ed as genes� Open circles
denote ORFs of the �rst and second subgroups without known functions� The graph exhibits
n� � 	��� genes and n� � 		�� other ORFs� The open circles are overlaying the �lled squares�

Figure �� As Figure �� the �lled squares denote the same n� � 	��� recognized genes� but the
open circles �n� � ��	� denote here ORFs of the �fth subgroup�


